
Knapstein
MARISA-60

Oberfläche

nickel

noir

bronze

Technical details

Pays de fabrication  Allemagne

fabricant Knapstein

concepteur Knapstein

année 2021

protection IP20

Contenu de la livraison LED

aptitude de tension 230 - 240 Volt

matériel laiton

réglage de la hauteur réglable en hauteur

atténuation controle gestuel

Puissance en Watt 73 W

LED y compris

Indice de rendu des couleurs >90

Flux lumineux en lm 9.116

La température de couleur en Kelvin 2.200 - 3.000 réglable

remplacement des ampoules : chez le fabricant / a l'usine

hauteur totale 70 - 170 cm

Dimensions H 2,8 cm | B 21 cm | L 61 cm

Description

The Knapstein MARISA-60 is a rectangular pendant lamp with a length of 60.6
cm and a width of 20.6 cm. The profile is 2.8 cm high and 1.8 cm wide. By
pulling or lifting the lamp, the total height of the lamp can be adjusted
continuously between 70 cm and 170 cm. The lamp can also be suspended
from a sloping ceiling. This pendant lamp emits its light upwards and
downwards at the same time. The uplight and the downlight can be switched
separately by gesture control and dimmed continuously. Using gesture
control, it is also possible to adjust the light colour for the uplight and
downlight to a warmer tone (between the colour temperature of 3,000 Kelvin
warm white and 2,200 Kelvin extra warm white). All dimming and light colour
settings are saved via memory function and automatically reset the next time
the light is switched on.

A wiping hand movement in the sensor area switches the lamp on or off. To
dim the light, the hand is held in the sensor area for a longer period of time.
The lamp flickers briefly after the dimming process is completed. Afterwards,
the desired light colour can be set by again holding the hand in the sensor
area for a longer period of time. The MARISA-60 is available with a matt nickel,
black or bronze effect surface. On request, the MARISA is also available in
other lengths or surfaces. Its ceiling canopy has no visible screws as it is held
in place by magnets.

Not only individual in the adjustment of light colour and brightness, but also in
sizes. This lamp is also offered with a length of 100.6 cm as MARISA-100,
including the proven height adjustment. Due to its rectangular design, the
lamp series provides e.g. a dining table with a much greater illumination than
its actual design would suggest. With a pendulum height of approx. 60 cm
above the edge of a dining table with 100 cm, the lamp illuminates more than
its actual design.
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